Chant Your ABC’s
Chant your ABC’s with claps here to stop students from blending letters together!

a b c d
e f g h
i j k l
m n o p
q r s t
u v w x
y z
Practice Numbers and Counting
Cut these apart and match them together or use as flashcards.
Just a dot will do!
Practice adding just a drop of glue to the dots below.
Let’s Write Our Name!
Practice writing your name in different ways.

I can write my name with a pencil

I can write my name in rainbow colors

I can write my name with a marker
How many pencils?
Count how many pencils are in each group.
Write that number on the line under the group.
Shapes
Cut these shapes apart and use as flashcards.
Tracing
Trace the number and the word.

1  one
2  two
3  three
4  four